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Evaporative Cooling 



Introduction  

S   Evaporation is the change of  a liquid to gas. 

S   Evaporation is a very common way to keep surface      
temperatures cool. 

S   An invention called a “pan” measures evaporation. 

S  Farmers use a “pan” to see how much water to give 
their crops. Evaporation can also be used to cool 
surfaces. 



Research Question &  
Prediction 

S   Which liquid – rubbing alcohol, water, or 
cooking oil – most effectively cools surface 
temperatures through the process of  
evaporation? 

S  My hypothesis was that rubbing alcohol would 
be most effective at cooling surface 
temperatures. 



Investigate Procedure 

S  Set out four paper plates. 

S  Fold four paper towels in half  two times. 

S  Tape each folded paper towel onto a paper plate. 

S  Place a numbered notecard in front of  each plate (1, 2, 3, and 4). 

S  Pour a controlled amount of  each liquid – rubbing alcohol, water, and cooking 
oil – on a plate (Plate 1, Plate 2, and Plate 3). Plate 4 remains dry. 

S  Measure the surface temperature of  each plate at two minute intervals. 

S  Repeat all of  the above procedures three times, completing three separate trials. 

S  Organize and average the surface temperatures of  plates 1, 2, 3, and 4 
respectively. 

 



Results & Data Visualization 
Trial 1 



Results & Data Visualization 
Trial 2 



Results & Data Visualization 
Trial 3 



Results & Data Visualization 
Trial 1, Trial 2, and Trial 3 



Discussion & Interpretation 

S  Evaporation is a natural process that involves “the 
change of  liquid to a gas.” As the molecules of  a 
liquid become warm, they speed up and turn into a 
gas. In my experiment, rubbing alcohol cooled 
surface temperatures more effectively than water or 
cooking oil.   

S  The results of  my experiment indicate that some 
liquids are naturally better at cooling surface 
temperatures than others. 



Implications &  
Ideas for Future Research 

S  The implications of  this research indicate that the 
viscosity (thickness) of  a liquid may effect evaporation 
and the cooling of  surface temperatures. Testing other 
liquids that have greater or lesser degrees of  viscosity 
serves as an area for future research. 

S  Future research could also focus on how the natural 
process of  evaporation might be used to help farmers 
determine more precise water needs for specific crops, 
cutting down on water and energy waste. 
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